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James Wilson (September 14, 1742 — August 21, 1798) was one of the Founding Fathers of the 
United States and a signatory of the United States Declaration of Independence. Wilson was 
elected twice to the Continental Congress, where he represented Pennsylvania, and was a major 
force in drafting the United States Constitution. A leading legal theorist, he was one of the six 
original justices appointed by George Washington to the Supreme Court of the United States.

WWilson published in 1774 "Considerations on the Nature and Extent of the Legislative Authority 
of the British Parliament." In this pamphlet, Wilson argued that the Parliament had no authority 
to pass laws for the American colonies because the colonies had no representation in Parliament. 
It presented his views that all power derived from the people. Yet, he wrote that the people owed 
their allegiance to the English king: "A denial of the legislative authority of the British parlia-
ment over America is by no means inconsistent with that connexion, which ought to subsist be-
tween the mother country and her colonies." Scholars considered his work on par with the semi
nal works of Thomas Jefferson and John Adams of the same year, it was actually penned in 1768, 
perhaps the first cogent argument to be formulated against British dominance. Some see him as 
a leading revolutionary while others see him as another reluctant, elite revolutionary reacting to 
the stream of events determined by the radicals on the ground.

In 1775 he was commissioned Colonel of the 4th Cumberland County Battalion[3] and rose to 
the rank of Brigadier General of the Pennsylvania State Militia.[8]
As a member of the Continental Congress in 1776, James Wilson was a firm advocate for inde-
pendence. Believing it was his duty to follow the wishes of his constituents, Wilson refused to 
vote until he had caucused his district. Only after he received more feedback did he vote for inde-
pendence. While serving in the Congress, Wilson was clearly among the leaders in the formation 
of French policy. "If the positions he held and the frequency with which he appeared on commit-
tees concerned with Indian affairs are an index, he was until his departure from Congress in 1777 
the most active and influential single delegate in laying down the general outline that governed 
the relations of Congress with the border tribes.”[9]
Wilson also served from June 1776 on the Committee on Spies, along with John Adams, Thomas 
Jefferson, John Rutledge, and Robert R. Livingston. They together defined treason.
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